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A great grant for Grant County
$10,000 grant awarded
to beautify Marion
Gabby Carlson
News Co-Editor

Last week, four social work majors
wrote a grant to enable the beautification of the Marion downtown district. The group received a $10,000
grant for a project that will ultimately
cost around $100,000.
Their grant pays for a corner of the
5th Street Commons, in downtown
Marion to be repaved, have a bench put
in and plant a tree. This grant was made
possible by the initiative of Thriving
Families, Thriving Grant County (TFTGC). The grant was accepted to beautify
downtown Marion and provide a place
where festivals and community events
are able to take place.
The students involved in this grant
are senior social work majors Grace
Elenbaas, Rachel Houck, Michaela
Shake and Sydney Wagoner. All four
are in the class Social Work Process and
Package 3, taught by Jacob Kendall, visiting assistant professor of social work.
They were first presented with the
project near the beginning of the semester and worked until the Oct. 4
deadline. They chose the subgroup
with which they would work in the
TFTGC program which was the “Quality of Life and Place” group.
Kendall decided to partner with
Cathy Weatherspoon, executive director of TFTGC, on the project.
“I knew I wanted to find some kind
of local interagency collaborative initiative with which my students could
partner for the semester in writing grants and conducting research
projects,” Kendall said. “Students
have attended agency and community meetings and have collaborated with community members and
agency personnel to plan their grants
and research.”
When the group chose their project, they met with Weatherspoon to

Photograph provded by Grace Elenbaas

(L to R) Dr. Jacob Kendall, Sydney Wagoner, Grace Elenbaas, Cathy Weatherspoon,
Rachel Houck and Michaela Shake celebrate their grant approval in Marion.

understand what the initiative wanted out of this grant.
Weatherspoon also assisted them in
areas they would not previously know
about in writing a grant, according
to Shake.
“ We would email our advisor
(Weatherspoon) for research, and once
a week we would meet as a student
group to go over the grant questions,
and we divided the questions among
us four students to answer,” Wagoner said. “The final part of the project
required a cover letter to the mayor
for approval of the grant and once we
were approved, we then (came) together one final time before we sent it off
to be submitted.”
The group split up the project evenly, each writing a portion of it on the
Community Foundation website.
Then they would come together and
edit through it to make it sound cohesive. When they were finished with all

parts of the grant, they sent it in and
waited a couple of weeks before finding out they had received it, according to Houck.
All four students find the process
beneficial for their futures in various
social work jobs. Part of their second
semester practicum is writing a grant by
themselves, so all agreed having a grant
under their belts as a group will be helpful when they write future grants.
It was announced last week the group
had received the grant for 5th Street
Commons. Everyone in the class was excited, and a small celebration was held
on Tuesday for all of the grant winners
in this cycle.
“I almost started crying,” Elenbaas
said. “I was so excited. One of my first
reactions was ‘This is going to be such
a good thing to put on my resume, to
apply for jobs, to apply for grad school
next year.’ We all gave each other high
fives, so that was really fun.”
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Two more groups in the class will
submit grants for the January cycle.
All four groups will also conduct a
small research project and present on
the projects and their grant work in
early December to community members and agency personnel on Taylor’s campus.
According to Houck, the group
is very excited to have a place they
can visit in the future and know they
helped with the creation.
Besides the research project, the
group will have no further responsibility in the project. The group members were not sure when construction
would begin.
“Our group was first shocked with
the results and absolutely thrilled that
we won the grant, but even more excited that we’re able to help Grant County
fulfill this project that they have been
dreaming about,” Wagoner said.
echo@taylor.edu
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The Indiana Conference for Women is a place for females with entrepreneurial spirit to connect and come together.

Business pitching like a boss
Upcoming female
entrepreneur conference
Emily Rachelle Russell
Staff writer

On Nov. 7, in the Indiana Conference Center in Indianapolis, finalists of The Startup Ladies and the
Indiana Conference for Women’s annual pitch competition for female aspiring entrepreneurs will present to
attendees and network with existing
businesses at the 2017 Indiana Conference for Women.
According to their website, this is
their sixth year hosting this conference. After the first three years, they
decided they wanted someone in the
area to take over the pitch competition. According to CEO and founder
of The Startup Ladies, Kristen Cooper, Billy Dragoo, the co-founder
and CEO of the Indiana Conference
for Women, was Cooper’s mentor for several years. Cooper said
the partnership between her and
Dragoo for the pitch competition
came naturally.
The pitch competition and the conference both aim to support women in their unique entrepreneurial

struggles. Cooper pointed out that
funding, time, business inexperience
and the lack of a support system can
all hinder female entrepreneurs.
“The pitch competition helps the
finalists become more clear about
their business model,” Cooper said.
“It helps them to become better storytellers about their business. It exposes them to potential funders. It
elevates their companies through
different media platforms. And the
ultimate goal is that you can shine
a light on these entrepreneurs so
that they can go and make meaningful connections to future clients
and investors.”
This year’s finalists are Christine
McDonnell, Marie Maher, Stephanie
Corliss and Caitlin Coffman. McDonnell’s startup, “Codelicious,” intends
to build confidence in students
through the use of technology. Maher’s “Synapse Sitters LLC” allows parents of children with autism or Down
syndrome to find caregivers qualified
to meet their children’s unique needs.
“SnapShyft,” Corliss’ mobile platform,
gives food service venues access to
on-demand service industry professionals. Coffman’s app, “tend.ly,” gives
care providers of elderly individuals

a way to communicate with patients’
family members.
Startups that came out of previous
pitch competitions include Pam Cooper’s Boosterville, a platform to connect businesses and nonprofits with
cause-driven buyers; Aimee Kandrac’s What Friends Do, a company
that helps individuals support their
loved ones during difficult life experiences; and Kate Nolan and Danielle
Wolter Nolan’s DNK Presents, an adventure retreat organizer for groups
and businesses.
“Shock, amazed, scared, were the
words I was thinking when I first received the email that DNK Presents
was accepted into the Pitch Competition,” Danielle Wolter Nolan wrote
in a blog post published to the Indiana Conference for Women’s website
on Aug. 30, 2016. “(Kate Nolan and I)
could not have asked for a better experience from receiving the initial,
‘you were accepted’ email, to the
end of the conference. We are forever grateful to the courageous women who initiated this conference, and
the amazing efforts of others to bring
in influential women and businesses
to this conference.”
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor University was ranked fifth for
2018’s best online colleges according to
guidetoonlineschools.com. Of the 42
schools considered, Taylor was ranked
fifth because of their online affordability and high academic standards.
Taylor offers three online associate’s
degree programs: associate's in arts in
human services, professional writing
and biblical studies. These programs
cost approximately $13,200 and are
set at 15-week or 4-month terms. One
of the benefits is students can be oneon-one with a professor during their
experience. There are no required
meeting times, and it is all an independant study.
According to the SR Education
Group, who published the list, any
prospective student can look at these
rankings and see Taylor’s commitment
to excellence.
The SR Education Group desires
to offer prospective students a list of
programs not only with prestige, but
those that are high quality and affordable as well. The list was published in
late October, and it can be viewed on
their website.
echo@taylor.edu
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Together, we thrive
Thriving Families,
Thriving Grant County
Chrysa Keenon
News Co-Editor

The Thriving Families, Thriving
Grant County initiative is a community-based program to help Grant
County evolve. The program partners with members of the Grant
County community to create a better environment to live in overall.
The initiative came to be almost
two years ago when a group of Taylor students and former political
science professor Stephen King researched poverty levels in the Grant
County area. According to Thriving
Families, Thriving Grant County
Executive Director Cathy Weatherspoon, the research showed one out
of three children lived in poverty.
These statistics shocked many, and
people agreed action in the community must be taken to change
these statistics.
While intentions were good, the
county suffered from isolated impact — efforts for improvement
were made by individuals, but no
one was working together as a unit
to put any large changes in motion.
As conversations about the initiative started to take the shape of a
solid plan, the next step was to get
funding. Since grants would take
time to accumulate, the members
of the initiative asked local leaders in the community to contribute, and nine of them committed
to three years of funding, according to Weatherspoon.

Last March, Thriving Families,
Thriving Grant County was officially launched by a two-day seminar about collective impact, which
was held at Ivy Tech Community
College. It was led by a collective
impact consultant from Harvard.
“What ended up happening (is)
where initially we thought that we
were specifically going to be focusing on children in poverty, because
that was the catalyst that got us really upset, what we ended up doing
(was) creating a goal to make a community where all families would
thrive,” Dawn Brown, executive director of the Community Foundation of Grant County, said.
Thriving Families has since grown
in the past three years, such as hiring Weatherspoon and partnering
with 70 members of the community along with local businesses to
promote their cause. According to
Weatherspoon, many grants have
been received toward community improvement already, such as
$10,000 to help fund Cathy Kerton-Johnson’s community hub,
The Place.
According to the Thriving Families, Thriving Grant County graphic, there are three umbrella groups
entitled “Family Well-Being Network”, “Community Development
Network” and “Talent-Pipeline
Network.” Under each, there are 12
working groups, each dedicated to
help in various ways to improve
the county.
Brown pointed out that, within the initiative, group members
are encouraged to have one lowcost idea, one free idea and one

Graphic provided by Cathy Weatherspoon

pie-in-the-sky big idea. The goal behind this is so members of the community can start a small plan with
no or little funds, but when larger
funds such as grants become available, the plan for community action
will already be laid out.
“I think our community wants
something different,” Weatherspoon said. “And me having to articulate that this is a different way of
doing things, and it’s not the same
thing, that’s encouraging as well. I

appreciate the challenge and the accountability that that holds improving as we implement new ideas, and
it’s not the same thing, and we’re not
doing it the same way.”
Currently, Thriving Families,
Thriving Grant County is working
on a few projects, including revitalizing the downtown area of Marion
and planning a conference in April
to train and teach child care providers for local daycares.
Weatherspoon pointed out that

all families and community members across Grant County are welcome to participate in the Thriving
Families, Thriving Grant County
program. The goal of the initiative
is to impact and improve the county
as a whole, not just the city of Marion. Anyone living in the area can get
involved and participate in this, including students.
“It’s not my idea, not your idea,
(but) our idea,” Brown said.
echo@taylor.edu

This week
in news

Making a difference,
one stance at a time
Gabby Carlson
News Co-Editor

Photograph by Ruth Orellana

Graduate student Christina Brandsma
works to make Stand up for your Sibling
be one of the biggest WoPro events yet.

have committed the same sins, even
if it is uncomfortable to talk about.
According to Alt, WoPro has been
working closely with the counseling
center during the process as well,
making sure the counselors are ready
for anyone who may need to share
when the event concludes.
The event is one of the biggest
ones WoPro puts on during the year.
Planning has been in the works since
their staff retreat at the beginning of
the semester, according to Christina Brandsma, graduate assistant
for discipleship.
“At the core of the event is the power to challenge the feelings students
have of being the only one at Taylor
struggling with something with the
truth that they are not alone, and
that God’s love transcends even the
hardest parts of our stories,” Brandsma said.
This is the sixth year the event is
being put on and only the second year
men have been invited.
echo@taylor.edu
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On Wednesday, the Trump Administration
and Israel administration voted against lifting
the Cuba trade embargo, the vote 191-2.

Photograph provided by WikiMedia

A man walked into a Denver suburbs'
Walmart and fatally shot two men and
one woman early Thursday morning.

Photograph provided by WikiMedia

Eight Catalan ministers detained by Spanish
leaders. Catalan leader, Carlos Puigdemont
still on the move outside of Spain.

Photograph provided by WikiMedia

On Tuesday, an attack labeled as terrorism
involving a pickup truck injured many
and killed eight in lower Manhattan.
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This chart explains the different areas of the Thriving Families, Thriving Grant County initiative.

Stand up for your sibling

Women’s Programming (WoPro) is
putting on an event for everyone.
Man or woman, Stand up for your
Sibling is something you don’t want
to miss. The event is being held on
Nov. 9 from 8–9:30 p.m. in Rediger Auditorium. It is an event encouraging
students to be vulnerable with each
other and in turn, not feel ashamed
of their baggage.
“We got this inspiration because we
wanted to make sure that everyone
on campus realized that we all struggle with the same things,” sophomore
Kristin Alt said. “This is one of the big
reasons we have started inviting boys
and girls to Stand Up for your Sibling.”
This will be a space where students
can come and fill out a questionnaire
full of things that college-age students
struggle with. Once the questionnaire
is filled out, they are collected and
shuffled, then given back to students
at random. The surveys are colored
so men will receive men surveys and
women will receive women surveys
and only switch among themselves.
Then, as the person on stage reads
through the list of questions, those
who have that question marked on
their anonymous piece of paper will
stand. This year, they will be adding male speakers as well to read the
questions, according to junior Becca
Eis. The visual perception is to show
the importance that people are not
going through the hard things in life
alone. A band of believers, or siblings,

2

Corrections

1. In last week's article "Marketing
makes sense: The essentials,"
The Echo incorrectly identified
the assistant manager of the
bookstore as Lindsi Richardson.
2. In last week's article "Identity
lies between the shadow and the
light," Rachel Smith was incorrectly
titled. Smith's correct title is
professor of art history. Smith was
the project director, rather than
one of the 20 artists. The piece
"An Intentional Intersection"
was incorrectly named "An
International Intersection." Magdel
van Rooyen's name was incorrectly
spelled as Magdel van Rooye.
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“I'd been going to church for a few weeks so they
weren't surprised, but I also don't think they
took it very seriously.”
More than just a phase
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Not every barn in Indiana is used for farming
The RedBarn
provides a safe
afterschool place
for children in Upland

more of home for those with trouble at their homes than it does for
the people with stable homes.
“The students from safer homes
come less consistently,” Chan said.
However, the mix does lead to discussion between different people with
different views.
The RedBarn also serves as an example to nonbelievers as to how
believers should act. Many of the children that come to spend their afternoon have little experience with faith.
According to Chan, some of the children go to youth group outside of the
RedBarn, but some do not have the
opportunity to go to a youth group
outside of that. The RedBarn gives
these children an example of how a
Christian should act.
“It’s nice to let kids know that a
trustworthy Christian is not an anomaly,” Chan said.

Jed Barber
Contributor

The image of a red barn calls
several ideas to mind, but few
would associate it with effective
youth ministry.
Senior Chester Chan has volunteered at the local ministry the
RedBarn ever since his freshman
year. This has allowed him to minister to several people during his
time at Taylor University.
Chan learned about the RedBarn
shortly after arriving on campus. He
first became interested when he saw
several posters around campus, and
he had always desired to work with
children.
“I always enjoyed sitting with freshmen during my senior year (in high
school),” Chan said.
He later started to make connections with the organization when
two friends of his, a senior and a
fellow freshman, started encouraging him to volunteer at the Upland-based ministry.
“What I call it is an after school safe
place,” Chan said.
The RedBarn also serves as a

Photograph by Braden Ochs

Senior Chester Chan (center) enjoys volunteering his time for the RedBarn directors Troy Shockey (left) and Liz Shockey (right).

regular bus stop for the local middle
and high school. It allows for young
people to have an environment free
from both the stresses of home and
school where they can grow.
Chan served at the RedBarn for
the past three years. This gave him
the opportunity to affect the lives
of several people throughout his
time at serving. However, the two

directors of the RedBarn carry the
most influence.
Married couple Troy and Liz
Shockey operate the RedBarn.
They make sure all of its operations
run smoothly.
“They’re a mom and dad to every
kid that comes through, for those that
want that kind of relationship,” Chan
said. Several barn moms help with the

daily tasks of making sure several children stay out of trouble after school.
The RedBarn draws children from
different backgrounds. Some kids
come from stable homes with loving
families, and for them, the RedBarn
serves as a fun after school activity.
However, many of the attendees do
not have the same home life.
The RedBarn ends up becoming
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The RedBarn draws children
from different backgrounds.
Some kids come from stable
homes with loving families, and
for them, the RedBarn serves
as a fun after school activity.
The true growth comes from both
the students and the workers. When
a volunteer or barn mom helps a student to mature, it has a similar effect
to the mentor. The RedBarn provides
a place where people can go to escape
their issues, whether they do this by
playing some games or by forgetting
what’s ailing them to focus on someone else for a period of time.
For Chan, the RedBarn gives him
an opportunity to pour the grace he
has been given into those who are
younger and less experienced than
he is. It also leads young people to
an example of Christ that they may
never have encountered otherwise.
Taylor students can get involved
with volunteering at the RedBarn by
emailing Troy Shockey at redbarn@
lightrider.org.
echo@taylor.edu

More than just a phase
A story
about freshman
Elizabeth Carrier’s
new journey with God
Autumn Dominique
Contributor

At a Panera Bread on Dec. 4, 2016,
freshman Elizabeth Carrier officially became a Christian. This decision
made her the only believer in her
family. While many people around
the world find themselves as the only
Christian in their household, they usually do not receive support from their
family. A rare find, Carrier’s parents
fully supported her new-found faith.
Carrier had been going to church
for a few weeks and soon found herself asking a lot of questions about
Christianity. With the help of her
Christian friends, she made the decision to become a Christian herself.
She prayed the sinner’s prayer at a table in a Panera Bread with one of her
friends, officially becoming a believer.
On the same day that she became a
true believer, Carrier eagerly told her
parents the news. Rather than being
happy or upset about her new faith,
they seemed indifferent.
“I’d been going to church for a few
weeks so they weren’t surprised, but I
also don’t think they took it very seriously,” Carrier said. She assumed that
her parents thought it would only be
a phase.
Once some time had passed, it became clear to her family that it was
more than just a phase. She was serious about her new faith, and it

was not something she would be
abandoning. After realizing that
her faith was real, her parents supported her, despite not being Christians themselves.
Not only did they support her in her
faith, but they also pushed her to continue growing as a Christian. Carrier
said that, on days when she did not
want to get up for church, her dad
would tell her that she needed to go
and would not let her skip.

After realizing that her
faith was real, her parents
supported her, despite not
being Christians themselves.
Photograph provided by Autumn Dominique

When the time came around for
applying to colleges, Carrier decided to apply to Taylor University. This
is where she felt God calling her
to attend.
Her parents continued to support her, though her mother did
ask if she was sure about going to a
Christian college. She thought Carrier would have more fun in a public college and was worried about
her daughter being bored at a Christian school. Carrier chose Taylor, assuring her mother that it was the
right choice.
Although Carrier is lonely as
the only believer in her family, the
support she has received has made
things a little easier. She hopes that
God will use her to work in her family members’ lives and help them
become Christians as well.
echo@taylor.edu

Freshman Elizabeth Carrier (center) makes the decision to follow Jesus
outside a Panera Bread with the help of her two Christian friends.

Photograph provided by Autumn Dominique

Freshman Elizabeth Carrier (right) is baptized by her pastor.

Have you ever wanted to contribute for The Echo?
Email echo@taylor.edu for more details.
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Have you ever had to make a difficult decision and sought the advice
of someone else — or maybe even
multiple people? Have you ever already known the choice you wanted
to make but felt like you had to seek
out validation for that particular
decision? And even though you get
validation, have you ever felt, deep
down, that it was still the wrong
decision?
I’ve been there . . . a few times. And
I’m sure at least some of you have experienced that, too. (At least I hope
you have, otherwise this article may
be useless space in the paper.)

In those scenarios, I went to people
I knew would echo or even encourage
the decision I wanted. I would weave
my words and use inflection to cater
to the answer that was in the front
of my mind. But, deep down inside,
what I really wanted was honesty. I
wanted to be challenged; I wanted my
friend to play devil’s advocate and exhaust every potential option with me.
I wanted them to experience the confusion and the pingpong back-andforth that I was already experiencing
in my head.
But I didn’t communicate that.
At all.
Why do I do that? Why don’t I tell
my friends what’s going on inside
my head? Why do I knowingly want
to make the wrong decision and seek
out validation for that decision? Why?
Those are a handful of questions I
find myself asking, asking myself and
asking others. I can’t guarantee an answer, but since I’ve been pondering
them for way too long, I have an idea
as to why.
We’re afraid.

Hear me out. Please? Here’s where
I want you to really critically engage
and think about this. This will be my
personal experience, but, just humor me.
I’m realizing, more and more, how
I let fear creep into my head. And
I’ve realized when I have to make
those really hard decisions — the
ones where I know my shallow initial decision isn’t really the right one
but seek out validation to make it
anyway — I let fear take over. I try
to justify making the wrong decisions because I’m afraid — afraid
of the consequences of making my
own decisions. I’m afraid of what
will happen if I don’t act on my initial thoughts. I’m afraid to be honest with myself. Why are we afraid
to be honest?
I think it’s because, honestly, fear
is this terrible and strange thing.
It manifests in so many different
ways; it takes things that are good,
important and valuable and twists
them into something very different. It takes our deepest desires and

peace of mind, a fight for processing,
a fight for honesty.
This is a fight to be real and vulnerable with the deepest parts of yourself
and to not let fear create a shallow
imitation of those as you try to work
toward your goals.
This is a fight that forces you to
dig up pain and hurt and let the Lord
transform it and direct it. A fight
where you relinquish control every
day, every hour, every minute — as often as you possibly have to in order to
kill fear’s grip on your heart and head.
Maybe this sounds preachy, but you
better believe I’m talking to myself.
Every day. And you know what, maybe I am just talking to myself. That’s
okay . . . but if someone on this campus, or online, reads this and finds
something here . . . I hope it helps you
keep fighting fear. Because fear has no
place in the head or on the heart of a
child of God — and that’s something
I keep learning.
So, what do we do, when fear
sneaks into our minds again, tempting us with a quick, but temporary decision? When it threatens our peace
and pushes us into a frenzy?
We fight.
echo@taylor.edu

The first draft journey The
coffee
drink
debate
With so many
Life & Times Co-Editor

“Everybody needs an editor,” according to Linda Taylor, assistant professor of professional writing. Yes, even
editors need editors. Taylor discovered this early in the process of revising her latest manuscript, “Word
by Word: An Editor Guides Writers
in the Self-Editing Process.”
The book, which walks readers
through the self-editing process after
the completion of a first draft, started as a curriculum guide for Taylor’s
students in her editing class. After
she started teaching the class in
2010, she found almost no textbooks
her class could use in the self-editing
process aside from “Copyediting and
Proofreading for Dummies.”
Most books available on the subject failed to differentiate between
various aspects of revision such as
content editing, copyediting and
proofreading. Filling the need, Taylor pitched her idea for “Word by
Word” at the Write to Publish conference. Bold Vision Books wanted an editing book for its Nuts ‘n
Bolts imprint and signed a contract
with Taylor.
Sophomore Carson Jacobs, a student in Taylor’s editing class, said
Taylor’s new book helped meet
a need previous editing books
could not.
“It meets me right where I'm at
currently,” Jacobs said. “The book
was written for people who have
finished their manuscript and
are uncertain of what to do with
it afterwards.”
Writing the book was the easiest
part, according to Taylor. As an editing veteran of several published
books, including the Life Application Study Bible, Taylor saw writing
this book as an opportunity to impart her wisdom of editing throughout the years.
Sophomore Jori Hanna, another student in the editing class, described Taylor’s passion for editing
as “contagious.” In turn, Taylor’s excitement had sparked an enthusiasm in Hanna.
Along with writing the book,
Taylor also enjoyed researching
for “Word by Word.” She included
well-known editors such as Tay Hohoff, editor of “To Kill a Mockingbird,” and Maxwell Perkins, editor of
renowned authors F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ernest Hemingway and Thomas
Wolfe. After compiling enough information, she shared the stories of
such editors.
In her research she read the first
draft of “Mockingbird” penned under the name, “Go Set a Watchman.”
She compared it to the final draft
“To Kill a Mockingbird.”

Photograph provided by Linda Taylor

Linda Taylor's newest book covers
the basics of the editing world.

Disappointed but determined,
she reworked the draft to fit one
type of reader: someone who has
just finished a first draft and needs
help with the self-editing process.
When she chose who she wanted to
write to, she prepared an extensive
chapter outline, cut whole chapters,
and even laid out the papers on the
floor of her office to see which sections lacked subheadings.
Weeks of reading through redpen-smattered papers paid off when
Bold Vision Books published her
book this year.

“You would think as an editor
who has edited several books
that my first draft would have
been stellar. It wasn’t.”
Taylor also has a few ideas for
books she wants to write on editing. In particular, she wants to write
about creating more transparent
content in the Christian community.
“I feel like a lot of Christian writing needs improvement,” Taylor
said. “Often, this is because Christian writers feel like they have to
tie it up in a red bow. As an editor, there’s a role for me to play in
helping writers allow themselves to
be more transparent in the Christian market.”
When she crafts this work, one
thing is certain. She will write and
edit the book word by word.
echo@taylor.edu

Hannah Stumpf

Life & Times Co-Editor

For as small as Upland is, the surrounding community has a high coffee shop to person ratio. With so
many choices, it can be hard to know
which coffee shop has the best latte,
drip brew or frappuccino. Luckily,
Taylor University is home to quite a
few coffee enthusiasts.
But is the University the only reason that there are so many coffee
shops in the area? Not necessarily
so. “Morning Sky” by Hubbard and
Cravens is a roast from Indianapolis that can be found at The Jumping
Bean. Sophomore Isaac Bowser feels
The Bridge finds it strength in hiring
baristas from outside of the immediate Taylor community. At the end
of the day, coffee has a way of drawing people closer together.
“To me, coffee shops are much like
a dining room table,” junior Crysta
Hayes said. “They are a place for
people to gather. If you have ever
heard a sermon or just anyone
speak on coming to the table, I believe there is something almost sacred about meeting together with
others . . . when we intentionally
slow down to get coffee with someone we are saying to them, ‘I am
here for you’.”
Now that the “how” and “why” are
established, it’s time to begin this
drink debate.
The Jumping Bean
Strengths: Some students enjoy the
Bean’s grab-and-go nature. Plus, it
is located on campus. Great drinks
on campus.
Weaknesses: Some students may
want an atmosphere that encourages socializing and staying for
a while.
The Bridge Cafe
Strengths: Bowser was encouraged
to try something new because The
Bridge has very active social media accounts.
”I follow them (The Bridge) on Instagram, and they're always posting

Joe on the Go
Strengths: Joe on the Go is known
for sweet drinks, including their iced
lattes. “ . . . I also love to go there
to study because they have the big
conference rooms that you can go
and study in,” said sophomore Megan Harrison.
Weaknesses: If you are looking for
a cafe with an established aesthetic, look elsewhere. Joe on the Go
is fairly new and still working out
its kinks.
Starbucks in Gas City
Strengths: “I am a big fan of their
seasonal drinks,” Harrison said. “. . .
Their salted caramel mocha is my favorite. (I get one every day while they
are in season,)” Harrison said.
Weaknesses: Students who wish
to support smaller, local businesses should look elsewhere.
The Abbey Coffee Shop
& Roastery
Strengths: The Abbey roasts its
own coffee.
Weaknesses: “The Abbey doesn't
really have any food; can't really compare there,” Bowser said. “I
think they could be a little more
diverse. They just have espresso drinks.”
The location might deter students who do not want to drive to
Marion for a cup of coffee.
With as many options as there
are, there is sure to be something
for everyone nearby. Take this as
an opportunity to try something
for the first time. A new favorite
may be waiting to be discovered.
Gather some friends for studying,
a homework break and as always,
a friendly debate about the ageold cream/sugar question is always welcome.
echo@taylor.edu
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coffee houses in the area,
how will you choose?

Co

Hope Bolinger

Taylor said, “The difference (before and after an editor touched
the work) was extremely eye-opening for me.”
The most difficult part of the process for Taylor was editing the book.
After completing the first draft,
Linda presented her 49,000-word
manuscript to the content editor.
Weeks later, the editor emailed
her with several negative critiques.
Mainly, Taylor had written to more
than one audience.
“You would think as an editor
who has edited several books that
my first draft would have been stellar,” Taylor said. “It wasn’t.”
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Linda Taylor
describes the editing
process of her latest
book “Word by Word”

about a special item for the day,”
Bowser said. “I saw the picture of
their hot apple cider and thought,
‘Oh, better go try that!’”
The Bridge is also known for its
seasonal drinks and allergen-friendly menu.
Weaknesses: Better plan to be there
between rush hours. The Bridge is
known to fill up fast.

ff
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Brecken’s B R E A K D O W N

those small insecurities and magnifies them into crippling anxieties and
hurt and pain. Fear consumes and
controls us, but it also has this terrible ability to create a false sense of
safety and security.
Fear can make us feel like we’re
in control even when we’re not . . .
and eventually, it starts to mess with
our heads.
All too often I find myself stuck
in this internal state where fear has
seeped into every part of my mind
and whispers not-so-sweet nothings
in my ear. It throws me into a constant state of fight or flight, where
anything could send me flailing or
flying — it’s just a gamble of which
one. And it makes me think that if I
don’t choose that initial, waffley decision I will never find peace or security or any other thing I could want.
It sends me panicking into a decision
that I think will bring me what I want
— that it will satisfy. And that’s just
not true.
Fighting against fear is just that — a
fight. In my last “Breakdown” I talked
about fighting to make time for the
people and things you love in life —
fighting to break the busyness. This is
a different kind of fight. It’s a fight for

ee Sho

Abbey Coffee Shop
& Roastery
Address: 1500 S Western Ave.
Marion, IN 46953
Hours:
Monday 7AM–9PM
Tuesday 7AM–9PM
Wednesday 7AM–9PM
Thursday 7AM–9PM
Friday 7AM–9PM
Saturday 8AM–9PM
Sunday 2PM-6PM

The Bridge Cafe
Address: 138 N Main St.
Upland, IN 46989
Hours:
Monday 8AM–9PM
Tuesday 8AM–9PM
Wednesday 8AM–9PM
Thursday 8AM–9PM
Friday 8AM–9PM
Saturday 9AM–9PM
Sunday 12–8PM

Joe on the Go

Address: 28 East Berry Ave.
Upland, IN 46989
Hours:
Monday 7AM-9PM
Tuesday 7AM-9PM
Wednesday 7AM-9PM
Thursday 7AM-9PM
Friday 7AM-9PM
Saturday 7AM-9PM
Sunday 8AM-9PM

The Jumping Bean

Address: 236 West Reade Ave.
LaRita Boren Campus Center
Upland, IN 46989
Hours:
Monday 7:30AM–10PM
Tuesday 7:30AM–10PM
Wednesday 7:30AM–10PM
Thursday 7:30AM–10PM
Friday 7:30AM–12AM
Saturday 1PM–12AM
Sunday 7AM–10PM

Starbucks

Address: 4970 Beaner Blvd.
Gas City, IN 46933
Hours:
Monday 5AM–10PM
Tuesday 5AM–10PM
Wednesday 5AM–10PM
Thursday 5AM–10PM
Friday 5AM–10PM
Saturday 5:30AM–10PM
Sunday 5:30AM–10PM
The ultimate standoff: The Bean and Starbucks.

Photograph by Ellie Bookmyer

“You would think as an editor who has edited
several books that my first draft would have
been stellar. It wasn’t.”
The first draft journey
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Just friendly competition
Intramural soccer
members talk about
their hopes for the season
Rayce Patterson
Staff Writer

The chill bites. The wind tears. The
rain demoralizes. Despite these
adverse conditions, 18 warriors
choose to do battle in a contest of
strength and skill every week. The
reason? To have fun and participate
in fellowship.
Taylor University’s intramural soccer is a sport that is widely participated in across campus. The league
is made up of three divisions: men’s,
women’s and co-ed, and has 31 teams
available to students. Teams accept
players from all different skill levels,
from beginners to students in the junior varsity soccer program.
“I knew the J.V. program was going
to end pretty early,” freshman Gabe

Bowron said, a member of one of
the all-men teams and the J.V. men’s
soccer team. “I was happy to see
that our season was gonna end right
as intramurals were about to begin.
I wanted to make sure that I’m getting good touches, kind of practicing over the short break, but also
to reconnect with the wing and just
have fun.”
Bowron has played soccer for about
13 years of his life, and although he

Photograph provided by Rachel Klink

Intramural soccer teams braved the
cold in October and November.

enjoys the more competitive side of
soccer, he wants to learn to enjoy the
sport more, aside from the competitive nature. Through this season, he
desires to have a more positive attitude on the field and not be so hard
on himself.
On the other hand, sophomore
Rachel Klink is in her first year
of playing soccer. She is currently on one of the all-women teams,
but she didn’t decide to play until
senior Rachael Fuller invited her
to participate.
“I love sports,” Klink said. “I’m not
always good at them, but I love them,
and I love getting to do things with
my floor and this seemed like a really good opportunity to do both
and not have it be in a high-pressure environment.”
Junior Claire Bokma is also in
her first year in the intramural
soccer league, but she is starting
as the captain of the co-ed team,
4WOW. The team is a combination

Photograph provided by Rachel Klink

The major goal of intramural soccer is to have fun.

of Bro-Sis wings, First West Wengatz and Third West Olson. Bokma thinks the two wings get along
well together, and wanted both of
them to participate in something
as friends.
Bokma realizes that different people bring different skills to the team.
She works to send out emails and
notify people about games, while
other members contribute their athletic abilities, and still others formulate plays and help coach the team.

Even though it is a competition,
Bokma sees the intramural soccer league as a community-building event, which helps student not
only get to know people on their
own team, but people from across
campus they usually wouldn’t interact with.
“Even after the game, when we
all circle up and pray with the other
team, you realize that we are all Taylor,” Bokma said.
echo@taylor.edu

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette
Sophomore, Jared
Souther “He was in
the army and drives
a stick shift.”
Freshman, Daisy
Bell “She's super
nice and funny.”
Photograph provided by Krista Hapner

Photograph provided by Jessica Doctor

#TaylorU’s

Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS
Aubree DeVisser@ aubree_dv
To the couple I walked in on
making out in the prayer chapel at
7:30am... sorry to barge into the
dark room I thought was empty.
#tayloru
JoHannah Lindsay@ jo_lindsay_
Lights flickering all over campus
usually wouldn't be an issue but
I just finished watching Stranger
Things so I'm a bit jumpy #tayloru

@tayloruniv
Congratulations to Lowell Haines on his inauguration and official
installation as Taylor University’s President today! #TaylorU

@emily_beachler
We take ‘80s themed dances very seriously #senioryear #tayloru

Graham Brown@ MrBrown_CanMoo
Instead of trick or treating,
#tayloru students play "pin the
theses on the door." Happy
Halloween everyone!
Daniel Bowman Jr.

@danielbowmanjr

Somehow I talked about Hamilton
and Gilgamesh in the same
creative writing class. I need to
sleep more. #TaylorU

Michael Snyder@ slorzdevoi
I'm convinced there are 2 kinds
of people in the world: those who
like the top of the student center,
and those who like the bottom
#tayloru
P-Tay@ plenseh_tay
You don't realize what a treasure
it is to use the bathroom in
solitude until you have communal
bathrooms #TaylorU #gottaloveit
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

I just saw someone walk into the
DC and give a little happy dance.
I assumed it's because there
was bacon. #bacon #qualityfood
#tayloru

@emwallace16
"Dope" win for the last game of fall ball #tayloru

@ellen.sokokillin
year 4. #LAX #tayloru

Hannah@ hannahqu33n
I've never been more excited that
I have a 9am than when the fire
alarm goes off at 8:50 #taylorU

A&E

“To get to know someone, you can write
beautiful nonfiction. But there’s nothing
like looking into their eyes, seeing their
face, hearing their voice, hearing them get
choked up when they talk.”
In their shoes

TheEchoNews.com
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Mastering film together In their shoes

work into countless film students.
“We have had Taylor graduates
accepted in three of the top film
programs in the nation,” Kathy
Bruner said.
Kathy Bruner’s thesis, “Last Year
at the Crossing,” is a feature length,
76-minute documentary. In her
film, Kathy Bruner tells the story of
four Indiana high school students
at risk of not graduating, navigating
multiple struggles with the help of
a dedicated school administrator.
Kathy Bruner has worked on
numerous documentaries in her
career, such as a series on the Salvation Army’s ministries in Russia.
“None of these compare to the
scope of (this) documentary,” Kathy
Bruner said. “It was the most difficult challenge of my professional
life thus far.”

administrator and four 16-to
18-year-old students (two males,
two females) for a year in a documentary filmmaking style known
as cinéma vérité. In doing so, she
experienced the cast’s highs and
lows, walked with them as they
overcame obstacles and watched
them grow.
Over 20 students and alumni
worked with Kathy Bruner at various points in the film process as
assistant editors, color correctors, graphic designers and camera operators.
“I could not have completed this
project without the incredible work
of Taylor students and alumni,”
Kathy Bruner said.
John Bruner’s thesis, on the other
hand, was a fiction film. The final
of four films made during his master’s process, John Bruner’s thought
process for his thesis film began
over 20 years ago.
His fiction film, “Grounded,” is
based on a collection of short stories John Bruner wrote about his
mother. It explores themes of time,
loss and change; its main message
is how we can lose track of what’s
most important to us.
Although the total shooting time
was only four days, the project required months of pre-production
and post-production.
“If you really saw the process,
99 percent of it is you and your
thoughts (post-production); the
rest is a flurry of production and
some editing,” John Bruner said.
Alumnus Tim Sutherland (’07)
worked as director of photography,
alumnus Tom Johnson as sound
engineer and current students senior Natalie Francis and junior Jon

Kathy Bruner shooting a scene for her
documentary, “Last Year at the Crossing.”

Left to right, Tim Sutherland (’07) and John
Bruner in a van following their actor’s car.

Co-producer and co-editor Elyse
Horb (’17) summarized the documentary concept by saying, “When
you record a part of someone’s story, there are infinite ways to tell
that story. . . . I believe that a story can be told most authentically when the storyteller makes a
conscious investment of time and
heart into the world of their subject, (something) Kathy Bruner did
very well.”
Kathy Bruner’s documentary
was unique in that she dedicated a year to following the school

Meharg aided in various steps of
pre-production and camera work.
John Bruner and Kathy Bruner
dated in high school and college
for six years before getting married, and have been together now
for 30 years.
“Kathy Bruner and I complement
each other,” John Bruner said. “She
loves finding and telling nonfiction
stories, and I prefer to write and
make fiction. We’ve been together
for so long we wouldn’t know what
to do without each other.”
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by John Bruner and Kathy Bruner

John Bruner and Kathy Bruner on their 30th anniversary this
summer as John Bruner’s film crew worked in the background.

Kathy Bruner and
John Bruner receive
their master’s in filmmaking
Abigail Roberts
A&E Editor

It is not often that a husband and
wife have the opportunity to teach
together in the same institution,
let alone the same department.
It is even rarer for both husband
and wife to pursue and complete a
Masters of Fine Arts (MFA) degree
in filmmaking at the same time.
On Nov. 28, after two years of hard
work on their own separate theses, Kathy Bruner and John Bruner
crossed the commencement stage
to receive their MFA degrees.
For some, assisting in churning
out quality graduates and leading
the Taylor film department to new
heights may be enough, but not
for John Bruner and Kathy Bruner.
This MFA from the Vermont College
of Fine Arts is both Kathy Bruner’s
and John Bruner’s second master’s
degree. To become better filmmakers, the MFA is the ultimate degree.
Kathy Bruner and John Bruner
function as a dynamic team teaching film at Taylor University. Kathy
Bruner, the art, film and media
program co-chair and an assistant
professor of film and media production, specializes in documentary filmmaking. Kathy Bruner also
teaches courses on film and video production and scriptwriting,
to name a few. John Bruner, also
an assistant professor of film and
media production, is known for his
narrative filmmaking class, as well
as teaching history and criticism of
film, directing and cinematography
and multi-camera live production.
The Bruners felt called to Taylor
in 2005 and have poured their hard

Photographs provided by John Bruner and Kathy Bruner
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Rylie Harrison
Staff Writer

From small-town Massachusetts to
Ghana and Zimbabwe, James Ault
gives a glimpse into Christian life and
culture around the world through his
films. Documentaries such as “African Christianity Rising” and “Born
Again” shine light on the lives of
groups which the majority of people
may not understand.
Interestingly, when he began his
adult journey, Ault did not set out to
make films. He started out majoring
in government at Harvard college.
During this time, as the Vietnam
War raged on, Ault found direction
for his studies.
“I felt we Americans needed to better understand the local life and social life in less-developed countries,
like Vietnam at the time,” Ault said.
“And right now in Afghanistan, Iraq,
and Syria some of the same challenges show themselves.”
After studying politics and culture in Zambia, Ault decided to pursue a doctorate in sociology from
Brandeis University.
The inspiration for his first film
did not come until he began researching conservative “new right”
groups in the late 1970s, which led
him to a fundamentalist Baptist
church in Massachusetts.
“As soon as I walked through its
doors, I realized that in this community . . . you could see the social world
in which all those social conservative
and new right enthusiasms made sense
to people. . . . And I thought, ‘Gee, this
would make a great film,’” Ault recalled.
Having no idea how to portray faith
on film, Ault turned to his friends, Nancy Jay and Karen E. Fields, both sociologists and students of religion, for help.
“Their advice was, the best way to
portray ( faith) was to show people
facing human problems and struggles
anyone can relate to, any human being. . . . And then show them working
through and struggling with those issues in terms of their faith or their beliefs or their culture,” Ault said.
Upon its release, “Born Again” was
a huge success, winning a Blue Ribbon at the American Film Festival.
The film was praised by Christian and
secular audiences alike.
Since then, Ault has produced and
directed documentaries for the Lilly Endowment, the Pew Charitable
Trusts and other organizations.
Over the years working as a documentary filmmaker, Ault has found
that trust is an integral part of capturing the heart of a subject.
“People won’t trust you unless they
feel you understand what they mean

Photograph by Abigail Roberts

James Ault shared his story with
the Taylor community in chapel.

by what they say and what they’re
about. . . . And that is the dimension
where sociological work and cross-cultural understanding becomes foundational for the success of a documentary
film project,” Ault said.
His first occasion learning to understand others and build up trust was
during the months prior to filming
“Born Again.” Ault recalled struggling to
gain the trust of the people in that community. At first, he found it difficult to
understand what was at their core and
why they believed the things they did.
In the beginning, days were long and
would often leave him with a headache.
However, as time passed, things got
easier as he began to learn what the
fundamentalist people were about.
Once he had been given funding for
“Born Again”, Ault told the pastor of
the church he would be filming in and
the pastor’s wife about the project.
During the conversation, the pastor’s wife turned to Ault and said,
“You know, I never know where you
stand on things. . . . But somehow, I
think you understand.”
On a similar occasion, a political
discussion was happening over dinner with a group from the church. The
principle of the church’s school was
making a point, but stumbled and
could not finish his sentence.
“So, I finished it for him,” Ault said.
“And the wife of the music minister
just gasped and smiled, and said,
‘Oh! He’ll make a good fundamentalist yet.’ And that was a sign that I
understood something about them
that others didn’t.”
The question arises: Why go through
all that effort and expense? Eleven minutes of footage cost $1,000 to produce at
the time “Born Again” was made. What
makes a film worth all that?
“To get to know someone, you can
write beautiful nonfiction,” Ault said.
“But there’s nothing like looking into
their eyes, seeing their face, hearing
their voice, hearing them get choked up
when they talk about their parent who’s
dying, feeling their emotion. Being in
their feet, as my wife . . . would say.”
Today, James Ault continues to produce documentary films, his latest
one being “African Christianity Rising”, a two-part series focusing on
stories of growing Christianity within Ghana and Zimbabwe.
For more information about James
Ault and his work, visit his website at
http://jamesault.com.
echo@taylor.edu

Farewell
to fall

By freshman Victoria Lawson

Lord of all seasons,
Be my warmth and my light,
my Inner energy.

Photograph by Abigail Roberts

Photograph provided by Emmie Sweeting

Draw near to me on
Rainy days when the skies are
Black and weep warm tears.

Writers
Wanted

Draw near to me when
The fog creeps in and heavy
Air clings to my skin.

Want to contribute
for The Echo?

Draw near to me as
My body aches for my bed
And the grey world fades.
Lord of all seasons,
When t he c louds r oll i n, m
 ay t hey
Not obscure Your face.

By sophomore
Benjamin Jackson
Photograph provided by Brianna Kinsey

Contact us at
echo@taylor.edu

OPINIONS

“Have you ever seen a massive bird wheeling
high on a sunny day, its body slightly tottering
from side to side and its wings rarely flapping?
That is a turkey vulture.”
Turkey vultures: an overlooked part of
the ecosystem

TheEchoNews.com
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Chapel: a letter from a concerned student

Is the chapel program
really achieving its goals?
Hoback Fisher
Contributor

Dear Taylor
community,
The Life Together Covenant states that
our attendance
in chapel “is
understood as
a mature response to our community goals.” Further, it declares “individual honor and commitment to
the Taylor community will motivate
us to attend chapel.” Due to long term
trends, and specific recent events, I
wish to publicly challenge the assumption that chapel is productive
toward these ends.
The community goals of Taylor are
to disciple believers and foster their
academic growth. I believe recent
chapel messages have shown themselves to be antithetical to the stated
beliefs and goals of the community.
On Monday, Oct. 2, the chapel message was titled “Chapel on Chapel,” meta-chapel if you will. I believe
that the framework of ideas set forth
in that hour is unworthy of being categorized as ministry or academia.
Further, those particular ideas are indicative of the broader message conveyed by our chapel program.
The first portion of the Oct. 2 chapel consisted of a small number of selected students briefly sharing their
remarkably unvaried personal experiences with the chapel program. While

listening to experiences is valuable,
isolated anecdotes do not constitute
quality discussion of something as vital as chapel. The experiences shared
on Oct. 2 were not established as a
consensus. Many students do not approve the current ethos of the chapel
program. The insufficiency of experience alone to inform productive
discourse is recognized throughout
academic and Christian history. Academia and the Church have, to differing extents, relied upon reason,
tradition, scripture and other epistemological sources to contextualize
and understand experience. It is the
lack of this crucial context that renders snippets of experience impotent
to generate meaningful discourse.
Following the student speakers,
Campus Pastor Jon Cavanaugh enumerated seven “guiding principles”
of chapel. I do not disagree with anything he said, but rather am appalled
that he said nothing at all. When
goals are declared, it is only meaningful when critical questions are addressed. Such questions surrounding
chapel include much-needed clarification of terms like scripture engagement, diversity, etc. What constitutes
diversity and scripture engagement?
Why are these good goals? What does
effectively meeting these goals look
like? It is unproductive to affirm a
guiding principle when the principle
is undefined. It gives the illusion of
credibility to something that may or
may not be credible.
My frightening synthesis is this: in
a chapel devoted to discussing what
is said in chapel, nothing substantive
was said. To boot, as a junior who has
faithfully attended chapel for over two

Turkey vultures:
an overlooked part
of the ecosystem
Appreciating
an unlikely helper
Kendra Smalley
Contributor

Autumn in Indiana is beautiful: leaves don
brilliant colors
before the wind
str i p s th e m
away ; apples
and pumpkins
come into season; c o ol weather sets in that is perfect for chunky
sweaters; migratory birds fly south
in anticipation of looming blizzards.
Among the flocks of squawking geese
and swooping starlings, you may notice some large birds soaring with a
slight wobble through the sunny autumnal skies. These are turkey vultures, which join transitory groups
called kettles as they migrate in the
spring and fall.
Before you turn away in disgust
from reading about scavengers, allow me to ask you to pause and consider the beauty of a turkey vulture
in flight. Have you ever seen a massive bird wheeling high on a sunny
day, its body slightly tottering from
side to side and its wings rarely flapping? That is a turkey vulture. Neil
Sabine, associate professor of biology at Indiana University East, explains, “Turkey vultures are weak
flyers and therefore rely mostly on
finding columns of rising air with
favorable tail winds.”
He adds that turkey vultures are
the widest ranging vultures in the
world. One of the differences between new world vultures — such
as turkey vultures — and old world
vultures — the antagonistic birds
portrayed as vicious and evil in film
and media — is that the former ones
lack talons and have a relatively
weak beak. This means they cannot
quickly and easily tear into the flesh
of a carcass, nor can they kill their
prey. Old world vultures, on the other hand, can. The Indiana Department of Natural Resources explains
that this is one of the reasons why
the Cherokee word for turkey vulture
means “Peace Eagle.”

But why are scavengers, such as
vultures, important to an ecosystem? Humans tend to be disgusted at the thought of animals eating
carcasses, but these types of carnivores actually help remove rotting
and diseased material from an area.
Sabine clarifies that, “If turkey vultures, or animals like them, were removed from an ecosystem, diseases
would increase and the number of
flies would increase.” Since flies can
spread disease, turkey vultures play a
vital role in the health and sanitation
of an ecosystem. In fact, their scientific name, Cathartes aura, means
“to cleanse from the air.” But these
birds don’t only eat carcasses. Up
to 50 percent of their diet consists
of vegetation.
Turkey vultures have few natural
predators. BioKIDS, which partners
with academic institutions such as
the University of Michigan Museum
of Zoology, reveals that turkey vulture eggs and chicks are often preyed
upon by raccoons. Whereas large
owls occasionally prey on the adult
birds, most turkey vulture deaths are
due to man-made structures, including fences, cars, and wind turbines.
Nevertheless, these animals are fortunately not an endangered species.
Next time you see a turkey vulture
gracefully wheeling through the sky
on a windy day, hopefully you will appreciate its contribution to the beauty of the world around you. Without
these magnificent birds, disease and
bacteria would be much more rampant, not to mention that the autumnal air wouldn’t be filled with the
crisp and delightful scents of fallen
leaves and pumpkin spice.
echo@taylor.edu
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Majestic and free, the turkey vulture soars.
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Hundreds of students sit inside Taylor’s chapel each Monday, Wednesday and Friday, gathered for impactful community worship.

years, I have yet to find any description of what chapel is supposed to be,
or how it promotes our community
goals. As chapel claims to accomplish
so little in the way of ideological deliverables, it is difficult to evaluate if
the resources spent in the production
and attendance of a chapel service are
effectively employed. This is the thesis of my discontent. The chapel program is ideologically unaccountable
to any standard, and offers few means
to discuss negative experiences effectively. Any institution structured without effective means of self evaluation
does not long remain in orthopraxy.
I further claim that the meta-chapel is representative of the chapel
program of recent years. During
the 2016–17 school year, the chapel
theme was “convicted civility.” The
stated goals were to discuss how
Christians are to engage with salient,
divisive issues. With few exceptions,
content was narrowly centered on
social justice issues of race and gender. Critical race theology was consistently woven into the fabric of
most messages through the lens of
experience, while other intellectual approaches were misrepresented
or neglected. Perhaps a year-long

discussion of critical race theory is
exactly what campus needed. I know
many think so; I know many do not.
The concern is that no one ever
bothered to explain why our chapel
program was driven by such issues,
or worse, that scripture was rarely
brought into the conversation.
This fall, the stated chapel theme
is “cultivating Christian community.”
With the exception of Reverend Nirup Alphonse, no one has discussed
what Christian community is or how
it pertains to discipleship. One might
expect to discuss questions like the
following: What is community in the
Christian context? How is community
best cultivated? These questions have
been unacknowledged. Critical race
theology is still discussed with greater
frequency than any other topic, and
with only vague connections to “community.” No explanation is made as
to why other social, spiritual and academic topics are ignored. It is difficult to disagree with messages under
the “community” heading, especially when in the context of chapel, the
word itself remains unexamined. As
a result, the leadership of our chapel
program remains unaccountable in
any academic sense of the word.

It is my unconfirmed suspicion that
we are discussing only what is politically convenient to discuss: that is,
the social issues du jour. The current
guiding principle of the chapel program is the principle of least resistance to cultural norms. If the chapel
program were to present a coherent,
alternative explanation, there would
be a potential for growth of all who
attend, even if significant portions of
the student body disagreed with the
explanation. Regrettably, such intellectual engagement is not evident.
I happen to be a student who consistently, negatively experiences
chapel. In my view, chapel is no longer
a discourse community of academic discipleship. No defense has been
made against such a charge; indeed
it seems that solemn thought has
not even been given to the concern
by those who coordinate the chapel program.
I implore any who are qualified
to give answer to any of the questions raised above to step forth and
give public, written remonstrance of
my ideas.
With deep concern,
Hoback Fisher
echo@taylor.edu

Heeding the call to lament and repentence
Furthering the
conversation on
Christian lament
Brad Seeman

Faculty Contributor

In chapel last
week, Professor SoongChan Rah
rightly drew
our attention
to lament as
a practice the
Church should reclaim. Lament fits
us as a people who recognize the
gap between what God created us
for and what we actually do. We see
the need for repentance and the continual need for reform — personally
and with regard to structures of injustice — and we lament our participation in practices contrary to who
we know God to be and the redemption we claim He works in our lives.
We also lament the profound pain
and brokenness we live in here and
now. Things are not as they should
be, and together with all creation we
know what it is to groan in longing
for the arrival of full shalom (Romans
8:18-24, Revelation 21:1-7). Rah’s criticism of a “happy, clappy” Christianity rings true. Growing up I would
sing words of hymns that would
claim that “now I am happy all the
day.” But of course that’s not how
things are. Again, we live in the gap
between what should be and what
is — sometimes it feels more like a
chasm (read Nicholas Wolterstorff ’s
book, “Lament for a Son”).
We need lament because we experience and perpetuate things that
should not be: the lamentable. Scripture locates the heart of the lamentable in the many forms of idolatry to
which we are prone. If I were to exchange my wife, Kiersten, for another
woman, that would be a lamentable
shredding of a beautiful relationship.
But that exchange would only be an

echo of the many choices by which
we have “exchanged the glory of the
immortal God for idols” (Romans
1:23; see also Jeremiah 2:11, Hosea
4:7, Psalm 106:20). Above all, let us
lament our exchange of God’s glory
for idols.
Idolatry ramifies endlessly in our
lives, branching out into each facet
of who we are and making our lives
a hideous parody of what God intended. In chapel, Rah put his finger on some of that ugliness and
spurred us toward lament. Our personal involvement in injustice calls
for lament (and repentance!), as do
the social structures that function
to safeguard undue privileges and
perpetuate injustice. Few, if any, of
us have our lives completely right in
these matters, and the Lord wants to
make us uncomfortable at precisely those points — uncomfortable
enough to change and seek what is
beautiful and right.
In the evening lament, Rah probably led us to lament equally important areas of idolatry in our lives
and our culture (I had class, so I
don’t know), but we need the “both/
and” of Scripture’s critiques of our
many idols — especially in a time
when some aspects of that critique
will garner approval from powerful
parts of our society and others will
not. The same Jeremiah who thunders away at unjust social practices in Jeremiah 7 doesn’t stop there:
“Will you steal and murder, commit
adultery and perjury, burn incense to
Baal and follow other gods you have
not known, and then come before me
in this house, which bears my Name,
and say ‘We are safe’ — safe to do
all these detestable things?” (7:9-10).
God cares no less about Jimmy
Kimmel cracking jokes the other
night about the 80,000,000 daily
visitors to Porn Hub than He does
about racial injustice. Both are hideous, lamentable distortions of
God’s intentions for His image-bearers. When we prominently mark
Earth Day, we rightly highlight our

lamentable failures to rightly steward what God created. At the same
time, the ongoing grind of abortion
and an ethic of sexuality and marriage that devalues children calls for
lament, even though few in the wider culture will join us in that. Let us
lament all these idolatrous distortions and our personal ways of participating in them, grieving over
our own lethargy and lack of genuine striving toward all of the beauty
God intends.
I heartily affirm Rah’s call to lament
and repentance; it’s important that
we continue to hear and heed such
calls. At the same time, I recall how
easy it was for me in college to slide
from prophetic lament to the cynical. The difference between them is
of first importance, and we need to
take care not to cross from the one
into the other. Jeremiah himself captures the difference: “Because of the
Lord’s great love we are not consumed, for his compassions never fail.
They are new every morning; great is
your faithfulness. I say to myself, ‘The
Lord is my portion; therefore I will
wait for him’” (Lamentations 3:22-24).
The Lord is indeed our portion, and
those who genuinely lament look toward the hope we have in the Lord Jesus Christ. He will establish all that is
genuinely just and loving. And by faith
in Christ we have hope that where our
strivings toward all that is right fall
lamentably short, He will forgive and
heal us in our frailty.
echo@taylor.edu
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“The pressure of tough games creates an
environment that we as team can thrive in.”
Men’s basketball is shocking no one
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Bret Burchard (’08) now has the opportunity to be an assistant coach for the Phoenix Suns and develop NBA players.

Staying in the desert under the Suns
Bret Burchard
hired as assistant
coach for Phoenix Suns
Justin Chapman
Sports Editor

Taylor alum Bret Burchard (’08) is
climbing the ranks. Burchard is officially an assistant coach for the NBA team
the Phoenix Suns. Burchard earned the
promotion after the Suns fired their former head coach, Earl Watson, after an
0–3 start to the NBA season.
Assistant coach Jay Triano was then
named interim head coach. The Suns
then decided to bring up coaches Ty
Ellis, Burchard and Brandon Rosenthal from the Northern Arizona Suns,
the Phoenix Suns’ developmental
team in the NBA G League.
Burchard joined the Suns in 2010,
and is in the midst of his eighth year
with the organization. He first started
out as the communications coordinator for three seasons, he then moved
to assistant video coordinator for one
season and then was head video coordinator for two seasons. Last year, he
was an assistant coach for the Northern Arizona Suns.
On Oct. 22, Burchard was driving to the Northern Arizona Suns’

training camp in Prescott Valley, Arizona. Burchard received a call from
Triano and was told the news that he
was being promoted to assistant coach
for Phoenix. So, Burchard finished his
drive to Prescott Valley, packed a bag
and drove right back to Phoenix.
“To take this next step and know that
they’re trusting me with some more
responsibility and have seen the work
that I’ve done over the course of time,
that feels good to be noticed, to be appreciated and to be rewarded in that
way,” Burchard said.
Burchard played basketball at Taylor from 2004–08. He was not an
All-American or a huge scorer by any
means, but Burchard was a role player
for the Trojans. He averaged 3.1 points
per game and 2.7 rebounds per game
his senior season at Taylor.
Since he is in the midst of his eighth
season with the Suns’ organization,
being moved up to assistant coach
makes him feel like he’s right at home.
While he is excited to be behind the
bench, he did not intend to end up in
this spot.
His dad is a college basketball coach
at Columbia, and Burchard was an assistant coach at Taylor for two seasons
after he graduated. Burchard knew he
wanted to keep coaching, but he was
not sure at what level.

His role is no different than the
other coaches, which Burchard enjoys. Triano is the leader as the head
coach, but the other coaches all have
similar responsibilities.
“You’re not pegged into one spot,”
Burchard said. “We’re all coaching,
we’re all together helping our players improve. Whether it’s focusing on
shooting instruction, which I try to
spend a little more time on, whether
it’s working on different skills, whether
it’s showing them video clips of things
they’ve done well or things they need
to improve on. I have responsibilities
in game preparation, doing 18 scouting reports this year.”
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics
Kyle Gould knew Burchard fairly well
as a student-athlete and got to know
him better as Burchard moved into
the assistant coaching role at Taylor.
Gould intended for him to come talk
to all the athletes this fall, but they
could not get their schedules to align.
Gould thinks Burchard is an incredibly mature person and is not shocked
at all to hear he is thriving in the NBA.
When Gould heard the news, he was
very happy for Burchard, but not surprised since he knows Burchard has
made a name for himself.
“When you’re a small college guy
coaching NBA guys, you have to prove

yourself every day, and that’s what he’s
done,” Gould said. “If you think about
it, NBA basketball players are trusting him to help them develop, which
is incredible.”
Former Taylor University men’s basketball coach Paul Patterson is thrilled
for Burchard. He knows from their
relationship Burchard is going to do
everything to follow God no matter
what Burchard is doing. In fact, when
Burchard graduated and moved into
the assistant coaching position at
Taylor, he and Patterson would have
conversations about how God’s Word
directly applies to athletics.
Patterson has high regard for
Burchard. According to Patterson,
Burchard also knew how to train
and work in an efficient manner. He
wanted to work harder than anybody else.
“He had this inner drive,” Patterson
said. “He just wasn’t gonna let you
beat him. He was a guy who could
guard the best player on the other
team. He had to work hard, let me
go back and say this, he had to work
hard to get minutes played, but he
just had this spark.”
Burchard also helps run an organization called Sight Shift Athletes. He
co-founded this organization with his
friend Chris McAlister. The mission of
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Sight Shift Athletes is to get athletes to
a maximum performance state mentally. The way this plays out is getting
athletes to be present in the moment,
trust the future will work out the way
it is supposed to and bring their talents and skills to the table.
This is an exciting time for Burchard,
and while being in the NBA is glamorous, he enjoys working with pleasant
people more than the recognition he
receives. He respects Triano as a person, making his job more satisfying.
Since starting 0–3, Phoenix has gone
4–1 since the coaching changes, making their record 4–4. Their next game
is tonight against the New York Knicks
at 7:30 p.m. in Madison Square Garden.
echo@taylor.edu

Men’s basketball is shocking no one

With 12 returning players
for the 2017–18 season, the
Trojans expect a great year
Blakelee Steeb
Staff Writer

The Taylor basketball team has another exciting season in the making.
Ranked at No. 15 in the NAIA national
polls, the Trojans are bringing back
their entire starting lineup.
Their unselfish and fast-paced dynamic should propel them through
their season and increase their win
totals yet again. It may be a different
season, but the same goal remains —
play for God and each other as if it is
the national tournament.
“Something that is different this season is the expectation,” said senior
guard Tim Fleming. “We weren’t expecting to be as good as we were last
year. This year everybody knows how

Scoreboard
Football
10/28 Concordia

good we are, and everybody knows
we have 12 returners. We aren’t surprising anyone.”
Prior to last season, Taylor had
endured seasons of growth and improvement. Their increased win total and their appearance in the Sweet
16 of the national tournament confirmed all the hard work was worth
it and well deserved.
While performing well in the national tournament was a highlight
of the 2016–17 season, the Trojans
have much more to be proud of. Last
year, the team began the season with
an unprecedented 10-straight wins,
some of which included victories over
teams ranked in the top-20.
The team defeated Davenport University, who was ranked No. 3 in the nation at the time. This was a key victory
logged in the books for the Trojans.
These key wins and their ability to
compete, eventually bounced them
up to a spot as the 7th-ranked team

in the NAIA. Having such a successful
season last year might put the team
under pressure.
“The pressure of tough games creates an environment that we as a
team can thrive in,” said sophomore
guard Mason Degenkolb. “Sometimes
the pressure will make you perform
to a better level.”
The pressure paired with fan participation will be a contributor in
the success of the Trojans. The team
loves it when their peers support
them. It acts as an energizer.
The fan participation on Tuesday
encouraged the team to perform at
their best against Wright State-Lake
in their home opener. The 100–72 performance showcased the abilities of
many players and built a foundation
of success for the 2017–18 season.
According to head coach Josh Andrews, the game showed the team has
many weapons and versatility, which
signals a healthy offense; however,
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Sophomore guard Mason Degenkolb scored 11 points on 5–11
shooting Wednesday against Wright State-Lake.

there is still room for improvement.
“At this point in the season, we are
not ‘great’ at any one point of the game,”
Andrews said. “My hope is that we recognize the need to get better every day.
As we move toward the second half of
the season, we want to have a great defensive identity and to play unselfishly.
Our guys are talented!”

Jeremiah Rader

Taylor will play another 14 home
games inside Odle Arena, including a favorite Taylor tradition — the
21st-Annual Silent Night game on
Dec. 8.
The team will compete against Viterbo today at 6:30 p.m. and Trinity International tomorrow at 8:30 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Becca Buchs

MEN’S SOCCER

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

L 31–14

Men’s Basketball
10/31 Wright State-Lake

W 100–72

Athletes

Men’s Soccer
10/28 Huntington
11/1 Spring Arbor

Volleyball
10/27 Goshen

L 2–0
L 3–1

Junior
Avon, Indiana

W 3–2

Women’s Basketball
10/28 Northwestern Ohio
11/1 Indiana Tech

W 79–71
L 76–71

Women’s Soccer
10/28 Huntington
11/1 Indiana Wesleyan

L 1–0
W 2–0

IVANHOES

Week

Year
Hometown

Accounting

Major

Basketball

If you could play another
sport, what would it be?

Lewis Nisbet
979 S. Main St., Upland, IN • www.ivanhoes.info • (765) 998-7261

of the

“Lose Yourself” – Eminem

Funniest teammate

Sophomore
Angola, Indiana
Accounting/Finance
Tennis
Cassidy Wyse

Pump-up song “Walk It Out Remix” – UNK

Ivanhoes is proud to sponsor The Echo’s Athletes of the Week!
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